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ABSTRACT 0F THE DISCLOSURE 
A11 enclosed toy appliance cabinet comprised of sub 

stantially ñat panels on all sides and ñat shelves within; 
the’cabinet being held together by interlocking tabs and 
channels, many of which channels are U-shaped. 

This invention relates to toys and more particularly to 
toy kitchen appliances, many of the parts of which simu 
late actual appliances and which appliances, when assem 
bled, give the appearance of genuine appliances, such as 
stove ranges, sink cabinets, refrigerators and cabinet com 
binations. 
An object of the invention is to construct a realistic 

kitchen appliance having a minimum of differing parts 
commensurate with realism, while at the same time con 
structing the various parts in an economical and simple 
manner of sheet metal, wherein assembly is rapid and can 
be performed by unskilled labor. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a toy ap 

pliance which is sturdy both in appearance and in actuality 
and which is so constructed that a child may readily 
clean all parts of it in imitation of a house cleaning chore. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a toy ap 

pliance having both play utility and utility for toy storage. 
Other objects and features of the invention will be ap 

parent from the description to follow. 
Brieñy, the invention comprises a toy appliance and 

cabinet constructed from a plurality of sheet metal com 
ponents which are readily manufactured on standard 
equipment, such components being provided with a novel 
interlocking feature, so that the various panels, shelves, 
top and bottom elements, and the door, can be assembled 
with ease to effect a rigid and locked cabinet structure. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

plurality of sheet metal components having specially 
 shaped interlocking edges which Will afford a strong struc 
ture. 
A detailed description of the invention now follows in 

conjunction with the appended drawings in which: 
FIGURE l is a perspective View showing the compo 

nents of a toy appliance (here shown by way of example 
as a range) in spaced positional relationship to each other. 
FIGURE 2 is a plan view of a sheet metal blank from 

which the dash panel of the appliance is formed. 
FIGURE 3 is an end View of the formed dash panel. 
FIGURE 4 is an elevation of a corner of the dash 

panel. 
FIGURE 5 is a plan of an end of the dash panel. 
FIGURE 6 is a perspective of a component, of which 

two are used as the top and bottom panels for the cabinet 
structure of the invention, illustrating an interior view of 
such component. ‘ 

FIGURE 7 is an end elevation of the top or bottom 
panel. 
FIGURE 8 is a perspective of a side panel for the 

cabinet structure, of which two are used, illustrating an 
interior view. 
FIGURE 8a shows a shelf support detail in elevation. 
FIGURE 9 is a perspective of the corner of a side panel 

of FIGURE 8, enlarged, and showing the interlocking 
relationship of another panel therewith. 
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FIGURE 10 is an end view in plan of a corner of a 

side panel. 
FIGURE 11 is a perspective of the rear panel of the 

structure, illustrating the interior side. 
FIGURE 12 shows a corner end view of the rear panel. 
FIGURE 13 is a side end View of one of the shelves, 

two of which are used. 
FIGURE 14 is a corner View in plan of one of the 

shelves. 
FIGURE 15 is a corner view in elevation of one of the 

shelves. 
FIGURE 16 is a perspective of the interior side of one 

of the front panels, two of which are used. 
FIGURE 17 is an end elevation of a front panel show 

ing the relationship therewith of the top panel of the 
structure. 
FIGURE 18 is a plan view of a corner of a front panel 

showing the relationship of a shelf supporting post fast 
ened thereto. 
FIGURE 19 is a perspective of the door for the cabinet 

structure, illustrating the rear side thereof. 
FIGURE 2() is an elevation of one side of the door 

front, broken centrally to show the cross sections of the 
components at that portion. 
FIGURE 20a is a cross-sectional view along lines 

20a-_20a of FIGURE 20. 
FIGURE 2l is a plan view of a handle which may be 

used for the door; and 
FIGURE 22 is an end view of the handle. 
FIGURE 23 is a detail in elevation showing the end 

view of a shelf support post and a shelf edge disposed 
for support thereby. 

Referring now to FIGURE l, the invention shown in 
spaced perspective will be seen to comprise simulated 
elements such as splash panel 10, top and bottom panels 
20, a back panel 30, side panels 40, upper and lower shelf 
panels 50, upper and lower front panels 60, and a hinged 
door 90. 
The side panels are of identical construction and are 

interchangeable, and the shelves likewise are of identical 
construction and are interchangeable. Also, the top and 
bottom panels are identical and interchangeable and the 
upper and lower front panels are identical and interchange 
able. By providing such identity of components and inter 
changeability it will be apparent that a minimum of tool 
ing costs is required for production of the toy. 
The mode of assembly of the various vertical panels is 

by means of interlocking joints such as J, K, L and M, as 
generally designated on FIGURE l, but which will be eX 
plained in detail hereinbelow. Y 
FIGURE 1 also shows U-shaped posts 100 bent of 

sheet metal which will be understood to be assembled 
internally of the cabinet structure, fastening to front 
flanges of the side panels for support of the front edges 
of the shelves, as later described. The door 90 is provided 
with hinge pins 105 which will be understood to enter 
holes respectively 108 formed in the edge structure of the 
side panels, and the door is further provided with side 
bracket pieces, such as 110, for maintaining the door in a 
predetermined open position. 

Referring now to FIGURES 2, 3, 4 and 5, the details 
of the dash panel are shown and it will be seen from 
FIGURE 2 that this component is made from a single 
blank of sheet metal comprising a sloping front panel 10a 
and a sloping rear panel 10b, a top panel 10c, wing panels 
10d, edge ñaps 10e and 10f at the sides and edge ñaps 10g 
and 10h at the lfront and rear, the latter flaps being pro 
vided with securing tabs such as 10k in spaced array. A 
box-like structure can thus be formed by bending the 
several panels and flaps on the dashed lines of FIGURE 
2. The tabs are for securing the dash panel to the top 
panel 20 by passing the tabs through respective slots. 
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such as 20a, as shown in FIGURE 6 and for being bent 
on the inner side of the top panel in a well-known manner. 
FIGURE 6 shows in perspective the top or bottom 

panel 20, two such panels being required for the overall 
assembly. This panel is made from a single blank (not 
shown) having a main panel 2012, the edges of which 
are folded marginally to overlay the perimeter of the 
main panel, so as to form marginal reenforeements 20c. 
Bent normally from the marginal reenforcements 20c at 
three side edges of the construction are flanges 20d. Such 
ñanges are for purposes of connection to the side panels 
40 and have outwardly bent clips 20e stamped from the 
flange material. The rear edge of the panels 20 are pro 
vided with a bent flange 20)c which terminates in a further 
bent flange 20g, the edge of bent flange 20g being resil 

`iently engageable with the respective inner ñange 30j of 
the rear panel 30 when the ̀ panelsr20 are assembled inV 
upper and lower positions. 
The clips 20e are engageable with the upper edges of 

the ñanges 40a (FIGURE 8) at the upper and lower 
,edges of the side panels for connection of the upper and Y 
lower panels to the side panels, and engageable in the 
same way with respective edges'115 and 120 (FIGURES 
l, 16, 17) of the front panels 60. If desired, one of the 

. panels 20 can be provided with holes such as 20k (FIG 
URE 6) for attachment'of foot pieces or casters. Such 
panel would, of course, be used as the bottom panel. 
The construction of the side panels 40 is shown in 

FIGURES S and 9 wherein FIGURE 8 is a perspective 
illustrating the general relationship of the main panel 40b 
having respective side and top ilanges 40C and 40d bent 
normal thereto at each edge and vertical securing ñanges 
40e bent normal from respective support flanges 40e` and 
parallel to and spaced from the main panel 40b. The 
horizontal flanges 40a are bent from the edges of respec 
tive top and bottom edge flanges so as to be parallel to 
and spaced from main panel-:24%. Each flange 40e is 
provided with a pair of spaced’holes 108 (FIGURE 8), 
into which the door pins 105 (FIGURE l) for hinging 
the door protrude. The purpose of providing a pair of 
such holes 108 for each of the flanges 40e is to simplify 
assembly so that a side panel may be mounted without 
regard to which of the ends bearing flange 40a is the 
upper or lower end. The flanges 40d are corner-notched 
at 40g (FIGURES 1, 8, 9), so as to provide for entry 

Y of the side flanges 30a of the rear panel 30 and of the 
side flanges 60a (FIGURES 8 and 16) of the upper and 
lower front panels for interlocking coaction with the side 
panels, thus elïecting the interlocking construction at 
edges I, K, and L, M, as indicated iny FIGURE 1. It will 
be understood that the other corner edges ofthe cabinet 
structure are similarly interlocked. The interlocking re 
lationshipY will be appreciated upon comparison of FIG 
URES 8, 9, 10 and 12, and particularly of FIGURES 8 
and 9, wherein flanges 40e are shown as being gripped 
in the U-shaped locking channel structures effected by 
flanges 30a-30C, 60a-60b. The gaps 30a' (FIGURE l2) 
and 60a’ (FIGURE 17) permit telescopic sliding entry of » 
the edges of ñanges 40eV into the locking channels, such 
gaps being between the edges of a flange of each channel 
and their respective main panel. ' 
The notch 40g shown in FIGURE 9 is considerably 

exaggerated as compared with the more practical spacing 
illustrated in FIGURE 10. Thus, the upper end of flange 
30a shown in phantom in FIGURE 9 as being located 
in the notch 40g would not have the loose spacing as de 
picted for purposes of illustration in FIGURE 9. A more 
realistic View of the upper end of channel 30a is shown 
in the end view of rear panel 30, FIGURE 12. Flange 
30C which extends normally from respective margin re 
enforcing ñange 30b will be seen to be provided with 
spaced notches 30d, also cut through respectiver ñanges 
30a. The notches support (FIGURE 8a) the rear edges 
of the shelves 50 on the notch edges 30C’ formed in 
flanges 30e. 

4 
The top and bottom edges of the rear panel 30 are 

provided with ñanges'30e from which are bent respectiveY 
flanges 301c parallel to the main plane of the panel. The 
flanges 30f coact with the bottom panel 20 in that the 
ñangesr20g (FIGURE 6) engage over the edge of respec 

' tive flange 301‘ of FIGURE 11,*in the manner shown in 
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FIGURE 8. 
It will be noted that the back panel 30 has completeA 

symmetry of notching so that it may be assembled right 
side up or upside down (FIGURE 11). 
The shelves 50 are of extremely simple construction as 

shown in FIGURES 13, 14, 15 and 23 in that the main 
panel 50a has perpendicular peripheral ñanges 50b with K 
tumed-in edge ñanges 50c. The Vconstruction will be . 

. readily apparent to those skilled in the art and the mode 
. of securing the upper and lower shelves within the'cab 
inet structure is by means of inserting the rear edges 
adjacent their corners within the notches 30d of the back 
panel as hereinabove described. Accordingly, the 'upperV L 
shelf would be supported at its rear in the upper notches 
30d, while the lower shelf would be supported in what is 
shown as the centrally located notches 30d of FIGURE ' 
l1. The lowermost notches 30d are then not used. Thus, 
the rear panel may be assembled in position either right 
side up or upside down. Y 
The front edge at each side of the upper shelf 50 is 

supported in a notch 100:1 (FIGURE 23) formed by at 
tachment of the notched channel shaped posts 100 (FIG 
URE 1) to the side ñanges at the front of the side panels. 
Thus, leg 100b is slid inside ñange 40e, at each side of 
the cabinet structure and is held in place by hinge pinsV 
105 passing through holes 100C into holes 108. 

Y The front edge of each side of the lower shelf is sup 
ported in notches 60e cut in flanges 60a and 60b of the 
lower front panel, FIGURE 16. The shelves 50 are of a 
width to substantially extend from side panel to side panel 
transversely, and from front to rear panels in cabinet 
depth, taking into account the space required by the ver 
tical flanges of such panels. Notches 60e are provided at 
both ends of flanges, 60a and 60b, so that the front panels 
can be placed without regard to their top or bottom. 
The front panels 60 are maintained in place by inter 

locking with the flanges 40e (FIGURE 8 shows’lower 
front panel) at the front edges of the side panels 40 in a Y 
manner similar to that illustrated in FIGURE 9 for the 
interlocking'of the rear panel with the side'` panels, by 
gripping of the ñange 40e at respective sides. Thusfthe 
front panels are locked by frictional grip of the respective 
ñanges 40e between ñanges 60a and 60b. 
FIGURE 19 shows an inside perspective View of the 

door 90 which in conjunction with FIGURES 20 and V20a 
' will be seen to comprise an outside panel 90a and an in 
side panel 90b. The panels have perpendicular edge 
ñanges of such dimension that the flanges 90C of the in- ` 
side panel can be telescoped with tight fit inside the out 
side panel ñanges 90d Vto be securely held therein. TheV 
central area of the door is cut out through both panels 
to form a window 90e and a plastic or glass ¿plate 90]c is , 
inserted in this window, to Ibe gripped by internal marginal 
ñange 90g of the outer panel and a doubled thickness 
margin 90h of the inner panel. Spacedly disposed about 
the periphery of the door are dimples 90k which serveV 
to locate the pane and prevent it from sliding. „ 
The door is `secured by means Vof pivot pins 105 in holes 

108 of flanges 40f (FIGURE 1) for pivotal action, as 
heretofore~ described. Secured to the sides of the door 
are brackets 110 stamped of sheet metal and suitably 
fastened between the edge flanges ofthe inner and outer 
panels of the door. The brackets have bent ends 110a 
to a'but the edges of flanges 40e (FIGURES 1 and 8), 
to hold the door at any convenient predetermined open 
position. Slots 90m are provided to take tabs 120a of a ~ 
handle 120 (FIGURES 2.1 and 22) which may be formed 
of sheet metal and a latch member 9011 (FIGURE 19) 
may 'be provided to latch into a slot such as slot 125 in 
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a horizontal flange of the adjacent front panel, FIGURE 
16. Such slots are provided for the upper and lower 
flanges, so that the front panels may be mounted inter 
changeably top for bottom. 
The mode of assembly of the cabinet construction for 

the toy appliance will be obvious from the description of 
the components hereinabove. Thus, the splash panel 10 
is formed and applied to the top panel 20 by means of 
the tabs 10k. The rear panel 30 is telescoped endwise with 
respect to the side panels 40, the latter being held parallel 
to each other as shown in FIGURE l, so that the locking 
channels grip respective flanges 40e of the side panels 
at each rear corner thereof. This is readily accomplished 
by virtue of the notches 40g, the U-shaped channels ef 
fected by flanges 36a and 39C effecting a tight grip on 
flanges 40e. A strong connection of these several panels 
at their corners is thus assured. 
The front panels may then be slid into position with 

tight interlocking relationship of each U-shaped channel 
effected by flanges 60a and 6019 gripping respective flanges 
40e at the respective front edges of the side panels. Posts 
100 are then positioned with flanges ltlllb inside flanges 
40e and holes 100C aligned with holes 108. The shelves 
may then be inserted, posts 100 being eld frictionally 
sufficient for initial support of the upper shelf. 
The door 90 with handle attached may be fitted into 

position at this time with pins 105 in the holes 100C and 
108, assuming the pins are of a spring bias type which 
can be pressed inwardly and then snap into the holes. 
Otherwise, the door may be initially placed in position by 
placing posts 100 in position on the side panels and in 
serting pins 105 in holes 100e and 108 when the side 
panels are brought into parallelism. The brackets 110 
may be slightly sprung, so that the ears 110a are inside 
the front flanges of the side panels to engage thereagainst. 
Finally, the top and bottom panels are pressed into place, 
so that the clips 20e grip the .respective edges of flanges 
40a and the angularly inclined flanges engage the edges 
of flanges 30f. The structure is now complete. The same 
principles of construction may be applied to any toy ap 
pliance including stoves, ranges, refrigerators, doll houses, 
chests, furniture, simulated toy buildings, sink cabinets 
and cabinets. 
Although there has been described a preferred embodi 

ment of this novel invention, many variations and modi 
fications will now be apparent to those skilled in the art. 
Therefore, this invention is to be limited, not by the spe 
cific disclosure herein, but only by the appending claims. 
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu 

sive privilege or property is claimed are defined as follows: 
1. A toy enclosure comprising side panels, a rear panel 

and at least one front panel; said side panels having ver 
tical edges formed with flanges separated from and paral 
lel to respective side panels to form U-shaped channels 
therewith, said rear panel and said front panel having U 
shaped channels disposed adjacent respective vertical edges 
thereof and comprising spaced flanges perpendicular to 
respective panels and having one flange of each of said 
channels with an edge spaced from respective panels to 
permit said channels to be telescoped over respective 
flanges of said side panels whereby said last mentioned 
flanges are gripped in respective channels to form a toy 
enclosure, ya top panel having flanges normal thereto and 
spaced from the edges thereof, clips extending from said 
top panel flanges, the upper horizontal edges of said side 
panels being formed with flanges parallel to respective side 
panels and having edges engageable by said clips to se 
cure said top panel on the upper edges of said side panels. 
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2. A toy enclosure as set forth in claim 1, including 

another panel identical with said top panel, the lower 
edges of said side panels being identical with the upper 
edges thereof whereby said other panel may be applied 
as a bottom panel to the lower edges of said side panels. 

3. A toy enclosure comprising side panels, a rear panel 
and at least one front panel; said side panels having verti 
Vcal edges formed with flanges separated from and parallel 
to respective side panels to form U-shaped channels there 
with, said rear panel and said front panel having U-shaped 
channels disposed adjacent respective vertical edges there 
of and comprising spaced flanges perpendicular to re 
spective panels and having one flange of each of said 
ychannels with an edge spaced from respective panels to 
permit said channels to be telescoped over respective 
flanges of said side panels whereby said last mentioned 
flanges are gripped in respective channels to form a toy 
enclosure, the U-shaped channels of said rear panel be 
ing provided with spaced notches having edges disposed 
interiorly of said top enclosure, shelf support posts com 
prising U-shaped channels having outer flanges disposed 
in the U-shaped channels of the front vertical edges of said 
side panels, and a shelf within said toy enclosure having 
a rear edge supported by interior edges of the notches 
and a front edge supported by said shelf support posts. 

4. A toy enclosure as set forth in claim 3, including a 
door panel, said shelf support posts having apertures, said 
U-shaped channels at the front of said side panels having 
interior flanges provided With apertures aligned with the 
apertures of respective shelf support posts, and said door 
panel having a transversely extending pin at each side 
extending through the aligned apertures on respective 
sides of said door panel. , 

E. A toy enclosure comprising side panels, a rear panel 
and at least one front panel; said side panels having verti 
cal edges formed With flanges separated from and parallel 
to respective side panels to form U-shaped channels there 
with, said rear panel and said front panel having U-shaped 
channels disposed adjacent respective vertical edges there 
of and comprising spaced flanges perpendicular to respec 
tive panels and having one flange of each of said channels 
with an edge spaced from respective panels to permit said 
channels to he telescoped over respective flanges of said 
side panels whereby said last mentioned flanges are gripped 
in respective channels to form a toy enclosure, a second 
front panel spaced from said one front panel and identi 
cal thereto and disposed in secured arrangement with the 
vertical edge flanges of said side panels, said side panels 
being identical and the U-shaped flanges of said front 
panels being provided with upper and lower notches, and 
the rear panel Ibeing provided with notches in the U 
shaped channel thereof, whereby a shelf may be sup 
ported at its rear edge within the notches of said rear 
panel and at its front edge within the notches of the U 
shaped channels of one of said front panels. 
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